Shot Placement on Alaska Game
The objective of every conscientious hunter is to kill an animal as quickly as possible to avoid its
suffering and to insure the highest quality meat. An animal that must be shot several times will
have muscles flooded with lactic acid and adrenaline, resulting in poor tasting meat. Before a
hunter takes a shot, it is his or her responsibility to be sure they can make a clean and accurate
shot.
Alaskan game animals will quickly die when both lungs and/or heart are hit by a bullet or arrow. If
you intend to hunt moose, brown bear, or bison in Alaska, use the most powerful rifle you can
accurately shoot.

The emphasis is on accuracy, not power.
The dollars invested on your hunt may tempt you to take a shot beyond the distances at which
you are certain of hitting the vital zone. Haphazard shots result in wounded and lost animals. In a
survey of Alaskan hunters, almost 4 out of 10 said they had killed a big game animal that had
been previously wounded! Do not take shots if you are unsure or cannot locate the vital zone
areas. Make a quick, clean, and accurate shot or not at all.

To correctly place a shot for a quick and humane kill
you must:
1. Use a rifle or bow that has been carefully sighted in so that you know that your hunting tool is
capable of placing a shot in the vital zone.
2. Study big game anatomy and learn what organs or bones your bullet or arrow may hit from
various angles.
3. Learn about bullet drop and wind drift. Study how distance and wind will affect your bullet or
arrow. This knowledge must be gained by actual practice.
Identify these parts in this
diagram:

• Heart
• Liver
• Lungs
• Shoulder Blade
• Spine
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